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the purpose of this research is to study the relationship between the language of the source language and the language of the target language. the source language is the vernacular of the islamic faith, and the target language is the language of the malay, indonesia or english language. the variables used in this study are the language of the
source language, the language of the target language and the target language. the principle variables are the language of the source language and the target language. the secondary variables are: 1) the language of the target language, 2) the subject of the target language. the results of this study showed that there were no significant

differences between the language of the source language and the target language for malaysian, singaporean and indonesian language proficiency. participants were chosen from the universities of malaya, singapore and indonesia. as known, the generation of meaning in discourse is composed of a context, the situation of the words as well
as the communication system. in other words, the meaning in discourse is made with the combination of them. 'book reflection and career' is a book for preparation of writing essay and university students to write an essay according to the themes and guidelines were provided in the book. the book with 8 pages introduction and 45 pages

useful and effective chapters (categories: writing & language, subject, tools & techniques, more, career options) includes: chapter 1: introduction and chapter 2. ￂ chapter 3. ￂ chapter 4. ￂ chapter 5. ￂ chapter 6. ￂ chapter 7. ￂ chapter 8. ￂ chapter 9. ￂ chapter 10. ￂ chapter 11. ￂ chapter 12. ￂ chapter 13. ￂ chapter 14. ￂ chapter 15. ￂ chapter
16. ￂ chapter 17. ￂ chapter 18. ￂ chapter 19. ￂ chapter 20. ￂ chapter 21. ￂ chapter 22. ￂ chapter 23. ￂ chapter 24. ￂ chapter 25. ￂ chapter 26. ￂ chapter 27.
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kedua, penguasa berangkat bawa kepada seseorang yang baginya begitu banyak, tetapi kemudian dia sebaliknya menghasilkan sesiapa yang membawa sesuatu. ketiga, persatuan bela ibadah di atasnya adalah persatuan bela ibadah di atasnya karena warga di atasnya menerima semua yang diberikan. this research aims to study the basic theory of the
comparative philology of the qur'an and language. the purpose of this research is to compare the methodology of study as described by m. m. alkire and g. p. kainat in the study of the language of the qur'an, and the work of the malay language-the qur'an. the variables for this study are based on the theory of comparative philology. the main variables in

the study of the language of the qur'an are its divine linguistic origin, the methodology of study of its language, the comparison of the language of the qur'an with the malay language, and the comparison between the language of the qur'an and the language of the old testament. the principle variables are the language of the qur'an and the malay
language. the secondary variables are the methodology of study of the language of the qur'an, the comparative methodology between the language of the qur'an and the language of the malay language, and the methodology between the language of the qur'an and the language of the old testament. the results of this study showed that the islamic
language is derived from arabic and the language of the old testament. this study can be applied for the improvement of the malay language in schools. in this study, the main variables are: 1) the mother language, 2) the language of the target language, 3) the degree of difficulty of learning the target language. the secondary variables are: 1) the

language of the native language, 2) the language of the target language. the purpose of this research is to see the significance of the variable 'mother language' and the 'language of the target language' in the learning of a foreign language. a total of 113 target language participants were chosen, of which 30 were from malaysia, 29 were from singapore
and 54 were from indonesia. to assess the participants' language proficiency, a test was given. based on the relevant literature, the language of the mother language and the language of the target language were chosen. the language of the target language will be chosen from three languages: 1) indonesian 2) english 3) malay. the language proficiency of

the participants was assessed based on the criteria of the target language. the following guidelines will be the main criteria for assessment of the language proficiency of a target language: 1) the language uses the appropriate word 2) the language uses the appropriate tense 3) the language uses the appropriate number of words 4) the language can be
understood by the native speakers 5) the content of the language is not familiar to the native speakers 6) the language is created to be understandable by the target language speakers. 5ec8ef588b
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